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Ladies Daily Rules 

 
1.  Scramble Format : 

*all drive off tee. 
*select the best drive and all play second shot from within “one club 
length” of selected drive [no closer to the hole]. [Use the longest club 
anyone has.] 

*select the best second shot…….and so on until a ball is holed. 
*max score reportable is a team triple bogey. 

2.  “One club length” Rule  : applies to all shots and all conditions [ fairways, 
roughs, bunkers, greens….everywhere !] Place (do not drop) the ball in all cases. 
You do not have to stay in the same condition. Just be sure you do not get closer to 
the hole . 
3.  “Get out of Bunker Free” Rule : You may take free relief  from any bunker by 
placing the ball anywhere on the straight line of play away from the cup through  
the spot where it lies in a bunker. [ You must still have to play over the bunker. ]          
4.  Skill prizes : There will be a TEAM prize for closest to the pin on a par three on 
each side. ALL TEAMS : Please estimate the distance to the hole of your team’s 
best shot and record it along w/ your team name on the “Ladies Closest to the 
Pin” marker. [If one team is closest on both holes, the 2nd closest team overall will 
be awarded the  prize.] The closest ball need not be on the green, but be sure to 
leave the marker where it can be seen by the following team.  The last team thru 
should pick-up the marker and return it to Tom or Arch at the end of the round. 
5.  Entry fee : $10  per round.  
6.  Carry Obstacle : If all attempts fail to clear a given “carry” obstacle, you may 
place your ball just on the far side of the hazard or obstacle (e.g. ravine orpond), 
add  one stroke to your score and play on. 
7.  Ties  broken first by the back nine score and then regression from the 18th hole. 
8.  Please turn in your scorecard to Arch or Tom at the end of the round. Just in 
case ……….Arch’s cell # 706-464-4675. 

Keep up with the group in front of you and……….. have fun !  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
------Arch & Tom 


